Making words
putting letters together

Your child will be putting letters together to make words at school. Help your child to make these words with the letter cards on pages 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Help your child identify the beginning, middle and end sounds.

man, bin, cat, hen, cup
pig, peg, dog, mop, sun

For more homework help, tips and info sheets go to www.schoolatoz.com.au
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frog

pen

jug

nest

wind

crab

slug

hill

log

hat
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Vowels
Cut out and combine these vowel letters with the consonant letters on pages 4 to 7 to make words.
Consonants
Cut out and combine these consonant letters with the vowel letters on page 3 to make words.
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Consonants
Cut out and combine these consonant letters with the vowel letters on page 3 to make words.

| h | h | h | h | m |
| j | j | j | j | i |
| k | k | k | k | l |
| l | l | l | l | k |
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